
Dicefighter
by Quinn Murphy
 
This is a game where you and an opponent play unarmed fighters in a closely contested fight.  
The first who can reduce her opponent to zero health wins the fight!

Setup and Basics
You need three colors of dice, maybe about 10 of each color total? The dice are garden-variety 
six-siders.
One color is for smashing.  Smashing attacks are slow, direct, and powerful. Smash breaks 
chains, but is easily tricked.
Another color is for chaining.  Chaining is a rapid fire series of attacks, quick and 
overwhelming. Chains get smashed up, but overwhelm tricks.
The last color is for tricks.  Tricks are unorthodox, clever manuevers. Tricks bypass smashing 
but get overwhelmed by chaining.
 
Playmats can be found here, courtesy of Daniel Hutchinson.
It doesn’t matter what die is what color; we’ll refer to dice as trick, chain, smash as needed.

Beginner Game : Quick Characters
Making a character. You have 10 dice to assign to pools for Trick, Chain or Smash.  You can 
have no fewer than 1 of each die, but can have no more than 8 in any one category.  For your 
very first game, try a balanced set of dice: three of two types and 4 of another.  This gives you a 
good tour of all the different die types and a basic overview of strategy.
In a round, each player makes attacks against each other.  Decide who makes the first attack in 
the first round by coin toss or die roll.

Playing the Game
At the start of a round,  each player splits his dice into an attack pool and a defense pool.  Make 
the choice hidden (cover it up with your arms!) When both players are ready, reveal their attack 
and defense pools simultaneously.
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To attack, the attacker rolls his entire attack pool at once while the defender rolls her defense 
pool dice all at once.   After the dice are rolled, the attacker wants to attack as many of the 
defender’s dice as possible, dealing damage for each die successfully attacked. To attack a 
die, the attacker chooses one of his dice with a score higher than one of the defender’s dice. 
An attacking die cannot attack a die with the same number.  When an attacker makes a 
successful match to a defender’s die, it is called a hit. The defender and attacker place their die 
to the side.  The dice involved in a hit are considered used for the purpose of this attack and 
will not refresh until the dice pool reset.  After a hit is scored, damage is scored and actions are 
taken immediately depending on the die type (detailed below in “Die Hit Effects”).  
Once the attacker finishes attacking, the next player makes her attacks against the first player.
Once each player has a turn to attack, the round is over. The attack and defense pools reset, 
and a new round starts.  The player who went first is now second.
When a player takes 24 points of damage, she loses the game. In the regular games, the 
amount of damage will be determined by the character you choose.

Die Hit Effects
Smash dice score two points of damage on a hit.
Trick dice allow you the attacker to force the defender to re-roll one defense die (attacker’s 
choice) on a hit.
Chain dice allow you to roll an extra chain die whenever you a attacking chain dice scores with 
a result of five or higher. The maximum extra chain dice you can get in an attack is three. Chain 
dice only score damage when the hit is four or higher.
 

(Awesome Diagram Courtesy of Matt Sheridan)

Dice Affinities
 
Dice have strengths and weaknesses.  Whenever a die attacks a type of die it is strong against, 
it gains one to its roll.  When attack a die it is weak against, the attacking die loses one to its roll 
for considering whether it can hit.  
 
Smash dice are weak against trick, strong against chain
Trick dice are weak against chain, strong against smash
Chain dice are weak against smash, strong against trick
 
Example:  Sam has a smash die with a roll of 4.  Melissa has three defense die with rolls of 
four, each of a different type (i.e. trick, chain, and smash).  Sam can hit Melissa’s chain (4 +1 
strong against chain = 5 vs chain’s 4) , but cannot hit her smash or trick die (4 -1 weak against 
trick = 3 vs trick’s 4, and tied smash dice equals no hit).

The Rule of Three
If you attack successfully with three Smash dice, your opponent is Stunned. You can remove 
the two lowest dice from the defender’s defense pool.
An attack with three Chain dice creates a Combo.  You deal damage equal to half the amount 
(rounded down) of chain dice in your attack pool.



Attacking with three Trick dice leads to a Special Attack.  The attacker chooses two of the 
defender’s dice.  In the next round, those two dice may not be put in either pool.
You can only trigger one of each rule of three attack per attack.  You can potentially Stun, 
Combo and Special in one attack, but you cannot Stun an opponent multiple times in one 
attack, or Combo more than once.

Counter-Attacks, Overwhelmed, Defenseless.
If a defender still has dice remaining after the attacker makes all legal attacks, the defender can 
make a counter attack.  Roll the remaining defense dice. Any die that rolls five or higher deals 
a point of damage to the attacker.  No other abilities are claimed for die types.
If the defender runs out of dice while the attacker still has attacking dice, the attacker 
overwhelms.   Roll the remaining attack dice. Any die that rolls five or higher deals a point of 
damage to the attacker. Instead of rolling a die, an attacker may instead have it count towards 
the rule of three.
A defender who allocates no defense dice to her pool is defenseless.  All the attacker’s dice 
immediately deal 1 points of damage per die, and the defender loses two dice from her total 
pool for the rest of the game ‘(defender’s choice)
 

Extra Dice.
 
Some characters or venues grant other dice besides trick, chain smash dice.  These dice are 
almost always temporary.  Use any color you’d like for these dice (we suggest white and/or 
black dice).  Extra die types will have their own special names and will include what they are 
strong and weak against, as well as any effect that occurs when they hit.
 
If an ability allows you to choose a die type, you can only choose trick,chain, or smash 
unless otherwise stated.

Regular Game: Characters!
So in the basic game you make a character from scratch from the dice.  That’s fun, but 
another way to have fun with the system is to have a character most of the way built.  Creative 
constraints and all that.  Also, each character has a list of special abilities that they can use on 
top of the default rules.
After you have played the basic rules once or twice, try adding some characters in the mix.

How to use characters
1. Err, choose a character you want to play!
2. Each character has starting dice  for trick, chain, and smash.  In addition, you have three 
floating dice.  You can assign these dice to any of the pools as you see fit.  You can vary some 
how the character plays by putting emphasis on different pools. One thing to note: characters 
are allowed to have zero dice in a pool.
3. Passive abilities are always happening, and must always be followed.



4. Each character has 1 or more abilities marked with a die type and a number like “Trick 6” 
or “Chain 3”. These are called active abilities This means you must have a die of that type, with 
that number or higher, in your active pool (the pool you are currently using) in order to use that 
ability. You can only use 1 active ability in a round.
5. You can use abilities by declaring them and showing your opponent how costs were met.  
The effects trigger when you announce them, but do not work retroactively. If you announce an 
ability mid-attack, it does not effect attacks that have already occurred
 
 

Character Set 1: Wayward
 

Ms. Predator
 
A female MMA champion at the height of her powers, Angela Guillard lost everything in a car 
accident that left her paralyzed.  Her former life completely lost to her, she could not refuse 
when the Company approached her with a way to regain what she had lost. The first experiment 
in the Company’s cybernetic soldier program, Angela’s surgery was a success making her 
a lethal killing machine.  Her recovery was a failure however.  The former MMA champion 
suffered from deep psychosis and often lashed out at her handlers.  Impossible to control or 
reason with at times, some within the company breathed a sigh of relief when she escaped the 
Company facilities.  On her own, the underground fighting star now known as Ms. Predator is 
one of the world’s elite fighters. What remained of Angela’s personality is now buried inside the 
meanest piece of flesh and steel in the arenas.
 
Health: 28
 
Dice:
Trick: 1
Chain: 4
Smash: 2
 
Abilities
Takedown Domination (Passive).  Once per game after rolling her attack dice, Ms. Predator can 
choose to convert all chain dice into smash dice.
 
Rage Flurry. (Active) Smash 4. Use when you attack. For this attack roll, your chain dice are 
strong against your opponent’s smash dice.
 
Deceptive Speed. (Active) Trick 4. Use when you attack. When attacking with Chain dice, you 
can roll extra chain dice when your attack roll is four or higher instead of five.
 
Stick and Move. (Active) Chain 3. Use when you attack.  On a successful chain attack, you can 
place the attacking die in your defense pool instead of using the normal chain advantage.
 
 



Jenkins
 
No one knows much about the aggressive warrior known as Jenkins.  He is a crowd favorite 
though, leaping into a battle even as its being announced to the audience.  Jenkins as a fighter 
is all-in, winning big or losing big, but never delivering a boring fight.  What he lacks in strategy 
he makes up for in aggression and tenacity.
 
Health: 32
 
Dice:
Trick: 3
Chain: 1
Smash: 3
 
All-In (Passive): Once per game after attack and defense pools have been revealed, Jenkins 
can use this ability to change his attack pool to 10 dice and his defense pool to 2. Jenkins’ 
opponent determines the type of of dice for each pool (the decision made affects all die in the 
pool).
 
Dynamite Punch (Active). Smash 4. Use at the beginning of your attack. For this attack, smash 
dice do 3 points of damage on a successful attack instead of 2 points.   Your smash dice 
become weak against your opponent’s chain dice for this attack.
 
Flashy Fakeout (Active). Use whenever you get a Special.  You gain 4 extra smash dice to put 
in your defense or attack pool for this round only.
 
Foolish Determination (Active). Use on defense, after you are overwhelmed.  You get gain 4 
Fool’s dice for your next attack.  (Fool’s dice are weak against smash, trick, and chain dice and 
deal 1 damage on a hit).
 
 

Len
 
When a lanky fighter approaches you with a huge afro and a yellow jumpsuit, it’s hard to take 
him seriously.  If you don’t take Len seriously, he will mess you up.  This Jeet Kun Do prodigy 
sets and keeps a furious pace. He throws rapid fire attacks and moves in an out to set his 
opponent up for one punishing combo or counterattack.  He can’t take a punch, but when you 
move like him, you don’t worry about getting hit.
 
And yes, he does occasionally howl like Bruce Lee.
 
Health: 26
 
Dice:
Trick: 2
Chain: 5



Smash: 0
 
Abilities
Attack From All Angles. (Passive) Whenever Len combos or counterattacks, he deals 2 damage 
to the opponent immediately.
 
Thundering Jab (Active). Smash 3. Use when you attack.  If the defender has no smash dice in 
the defense pool, the opponent is Stunned.
 
Stick and Move (Active). Chain 3. Use when you attack.  On a successful chain attack, you can 
place the attacking die in your defense pool instead of using the normal chain advantage.
 
Tricky Footwork (Active). Trick 3. Use when you defend.  Your chain dice are strong against 
your opponent’s smash dice during this defense.
 
 

Tetsu
 
A dedicated Karateka and Judoka, Tetsu uses his skills to to earn money to send back to his 
parents.  Though he has gained a reputation for being reserved and self-effacing, life in America 
is starting to chip away at this facade.  He’s developed a bit more of an edge to his personality, 
but that doesn’t effect his abilities in the ring. Disciplined and versatile with his attacks, he uses 
punches, kicks, throws, and chi blasts to strike his foe’s weakest point.
 
Health: 30
 
Dice:
Trick: 2
Chain: 2
Smash 3
 
Abilities
Ultimate Discipline (Passive).  Use before attacking.  Once per game, Tetsu can activate rule of 
three abilities with two dice instead of three.
 
Samurai Edge (Active). Chain 3. Use when defending. If you can counterattack this turn, you 
can instead turn the remaining attack dice into Edge dice. Edge dice are weak against trick and 
smash dice, and deal 1 point of damage when they hit. Edge dice disappear after your next 
attack.
 
Armor-Piercing Blow (Active). Use when you Stun the opponent.  Deal 2 damage.
 
Chi Blast (Active). Use whenever you get a Special. Deal damage to the opponent equal to the 
trick dice in your attack pool.
 
 

Brogue



 
To be honest, nobody knows this guy’s real name.  How are often are you going to ask a 
man with hands bigger than your head “what’s your name?”  This 7 foot irish wrestler with 
the impenetrable brogue just goes with the nickname.  He seems amiable enough, but that 
only means he smiles and he suplexes a competitor into the dirt, or laughs heartily when 
he piledrives you.  But that’s the game sometimes, isn’t it? You get thrown headfirst on the 
pavement and a smiling red-headed giant is saying things you can’t understand.
 
Health : 34
 
Dice:
Trick: 2
Chain: 0
Smash: 5
 
Abilities
Irresistible Force (Active) Declare this power at the beginning of the round, before dice pools are 
revealed.  For this turn, Brogue’s smash dice deal 3 points of damage instead of 2 and he may 
not counter-attack on defense. Counter attacks against Brogue this turn deal 2 damage instead 
of 1.
 
Clever Wrestling (Active). Trick 5.  Use when you defend. Your smash dice are not weak 
against trick dice for this attack.
 
Suplex (Active). Smash 5.  Use when you attack. Deal 2 damage.
 
“Finnegan’s Wake” (Active). Use once per battle when you overwhelm the opponent. Deal 4 
damage.
 
 

Joker
Fighters, here is the bad news:  Some people are just naturally born to fight.  They have the 
physical gifts --reach, speed, agility, and power -- but more importantly, they have the mind that 
just knows how to put all of it together. Such people are like sponges, picking up and nearly 
mastering moves within moments of seeing them.
 
Joker is one of these people.  Almost too young to be fighting and way too young to be this 
good, he got his start in the arenas on a lark.  Now he’s threatening to be one of the best 
fighters the fight circuit has ever seen.  After blowing the doors of the C and B-list of fighters, 
Joker is knocking on the doors of the elite fighters.
 
There is some good news: After he kicks everyone’s ass, he might get bored and quit.
 
Health: 28
 
Dice:
Trick: 3
Chain: 2



Smash 2
 
Abilities
 
Wildcard (Passive). Joker has three extra floating dice to assign to dice pools at the start of the 
game.
 
Switch Up (Active). Use at the beginning of a round, before pools are made.  Once per game, 
Joker may change the allocation of his  floating dice to different pools. Show your opponent the 
new pools after changing them.
 
Brilliant Manuever (Active). Use when you make a special attack.  Once per game when you 
special, deal damage equal to the dice in your pool.
 
 

Aadi
 
Aadi is the meanest, nastiest former IT worker you’ll ever meet.  His career in Delhi was moving 
along well until he discovered Muay Thai. Once he discovered Muay Thai, he developed his 
talents and grew a thirst for fighting. For a time he worked the days in IT and nights fighting inn 
underground clubs.  That could only continue so long before he had to make a choice.
 
It wasn’t a choice.  Aadi bought himself a ticket to the United States and has worked his way to 
the elite fighting circuits with his vicious and exciting Muay Thai assault.  If you ask really nice, 
he might fix your computer after he breaks your bones.
 
Health: 30
 
Dice:
Trick: 0
Chain: 3
Smash 4
 
Abilities
 
Leg Breaker Kick (Active). Smash 4. You attack first next turn
 
Clinch Work Knees (Active). Smash 4. Use at the start of your attack (before hits are declared). 
Your chain dice deal 2 damage instead of 1 damage.  Your smash dice deal only 1 damage.
 
Eight Limbs of Destruction (Active). Use when you Combo. If you attacked first this turn, deal 4 
damage. Otherwise, deal 2 damage to your opponent.
 
Overwhelming Assault (Active). Trick 3. Use at the start of your attack (before hits are declared). 
If you overwhelm the opponent, deal 2 damage to the opponent.  If you attacked first this round, 
your opponent can’t counterattack you.
 
Kicking Flurry (Active). Chain 4.  Use when you attack. When attacking with Chain dice, you can 



roll extra chain dice when your chain attack is 4 or higher instead of five or higher.
 

Venom
 
“Styles make fights.”  What kind of fights do you make when you have multiple styles? 
Geoff “Venom” Chang has studied several esoteric styles of kung fu --Toad, Snake, and 
Scorpion -- and leaves his opponents completely bewildered and amazed.  Nobody knows 
where he learned these rare styles of kung fu, but everyone knows that the normally affable and 
friendly Geoff becomes a silent killer when he dons his mask and becomes “Venom”.
 
Health: 28
 
Dice
Trick: 3
Chain: 2
Smash: 2
 
Abilities
 
Deadly Venoms (Passive).  At the beginning of each turn, before dice are chosen for attack and 
defense, you must declare one style : Toad, Snake, or Scorpion. each style is detailed below.  
Use the rules for each style for that round.
 
Venom Dice. Venom dice are weak against smash and chain dice, and disappear when used for 
attack or defense. Venom dice deal 1 point of damage when they hit. You may have a maximum 
of 5 venom dice at any point in time.  Venom dice do not have be placed in a pool at the start of 
each round.
 
Toad Style (Active). You attack last this round. You cannot counterattack this round.  Your 
smash dice do 3 damage instead of 2. You can Stun with 2 smash dice instead of 3. When you 
are hit with a trick die, you gain 1 venom die.
 
Snake Style (Active). Your smash dice do 1 point of damage instead of 2 this round.  When you 
hit with chain dice, in addition to the regular effects, you gain 1 venom die.
 
Scorpion Style (Active). Your trick and venom dice deal 2 points of damage instead of 1.  If on of 
your venom dice is hit, you take 1 extra damage. You can special with 2 trick dice instead of 3. 
 
 


